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Section II:  Each Weakness and Concern from your most recent Visiting Team Report is listed as reported. 
For each item you will need to mark the box that is appropriate for the progress of its elimination – 
alleviated or in progress.  If alleviated, indicate how this was accomplished.  If in progress, describe what 
progress has been made and include a detailed plan to alleviate the Weakness or Concern.  If attaching a 
plan, be sure to indicate you are doing so. 

Section III: The final area provides space to discuss any changes within the program.  If there are no significant 
changes, please check the box at the top of the page for No Significant Changes. 

Summary Comments: 
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Name - Program Leader Title 

Signature Date 

Approved: 

Name - Dean Title 

Signature Date 

Approved: 

Name – CEO / Provost Title 

Signature Date 

WEAKNESS# 1 Alleviated -No change, non-credit on-line research methods continues.
WEAKNESS# 2 Alleviated -No change, Public Information is on the Wentworth web page, on file, available for public inspection
and on social media channels. 
WEAKNESS# 3 Alleviated -No change, the Program uses a Student Learning Outcome (SLO) Matrix to measure adherence to
ACCE Criteria and Standards and the CONM8000 Capstone Project is the final direct assessment. 
WEAKNESS# 4 Wentworth's Academic Quality Plan (AQP) assesses and maps the 10 ACCE SLOs. Direct and indirect
assessments are evaluated by faculty and staff annually and faculty/staff develop recommendations for continuous
improvement, thereby "closing the loop".
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Weakness #_____

 Fifth year report

 Sixth year report

Alleviated in 2nd Year Report - No change, MSCM students take an on-line self-paced research methods course. (Spring 2021).
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Weakness #_____

 Fifth year report

 Sixth year report

Alleviated - Website has been updated but still contains the Master of Science in Construction Management (MSCM) program
summary (https://wit.edu/learning/school-management/construction-management-ms). This web-page is available for public
review/inspection and is regularly linked to Wentworth social media platforms, as well as within news feeds of various
architecture/engineering/construction (AEC) professional trade associations and their related websites. Multiple graduate open
houses were held virtually during the COVID-19 pandemic to further provide visibility into the program, despite the complications
with on-site, campus visits. To reiterate, in 2020 Wentworth Institute of Technology rolled out a new brand identity: ‘The
University of Now’, a fresh brand identity and a strategic plan that delineates a vision for the university’s future. The brand
reflects a strategic vision in which students, including MSCM students, from all backgrounds thrive through high-value,
personalized and applied learning experiences, gaining competencies for work and life. Wentworth’s strategic plan continues to
center around four principles—inclusive excellence, high-value learning, a transformative student experience and
next-generation partnerships.
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 Fifth year report
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Alleviated- No change, as the MSCM Program continues to utilize a Student Learning Outcome (SLO) Matrix to measure
adherence to ACCE Criteria and Standards. An MSCM rubric in each course syllabi assesses attainment of course learning
outcomes and SLOs. The MSCM CONM 8000 Capstone Project remains as the final direct assessment in which presentation
and final report rubrics are used to assess SLO attainment.
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Wentworth's Academic Quality Plan (AQP) assesses and maps 10 ACCE SLOs. Direct or indirect assessments are evaluated annually, then
faculty and staff develop recommendations for continuous improvement of the MSCM program, thereby "closing the loop". Beyond the annual
review, Academic Quality Improvement efforts in 2020/2021 continued to include weekly Wentworth Graduate Programs People (GPP) meetings
(a group comprised of WIT academic departments/schools with existing/planned graduate programs) who act as graduate advisors, focus on
marketing plans and offer overall graduate enrollment/retention strategy. A Graduate Programs Committee (GPC) was created in July 2011, to
review and make recommendations on all aspects of graduate study at Wentworth including the MSCM program. It was renamed the Graduate
Program Council in September 2019. In cooperation with the Office of the Associate Provost, the recently constituted Graduate Programs Council
(GPC) is responsible for implementing MSCM guidelines for graduate education and for developing policies and procedures concerning matters,
such as, but not limited to, the following: criteria for MSCM admissions, retention of CM graduate students, courses for graduate credit, proposals
relating to new and existing graduate programs, membership in the graduate faculty, evaluation of the quality of graduate education, and
verification that MSCM students have met requirements for graduate degrees.
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Weakness #_____

 Fifth year report

 Sixth year report

The Academic Quality Plan (AQP) Plan guides the assessment process for evaluating the success and accreditation requirements for the MSCM program. Assessment data is reviewed at the end of each
semester by graduate faculty and staff. Direct assessment is undertaken in the final course, CONM8000 Capstone Project. During this 2020/2021 reporting period, graduate faculty enacted several changes
to improve the overall expectations, quality and performance of students registered for graduate courses within the MSCM program. 

For example, faculty and staff investigated the creation and development of new CONM courses in 2021 and beyond. New stand alone graduate certificates continue to be considered to encourage students
to continue their graduate studies at WIT, thereby creating an incentive for applicants to enroll in the MSCM program after certificate completion. 

AQP actions in 2020/2021 included an annual review of Spring 2021 capstone course faculty responsibilities, as well as a review of required student capstone deliverables and presentation schedules, all
efforts leading to the accurate compilation of MSCM capstone assessment data. The capstone course did also revert back to a 7 week schedule. MSCM AQP Plan improvements to course grading that
occurred in 2019 when the Graduate Program Council (GPC) agreed with CM Department Faculty to expand the grading system for all graduate students to include C or C- are still in place.  AQP changes
to the capstone schedule (reverting back to 7 weeks) and the continued use of the grading system encourage students to focus solely on capstone deliverables during the second half of their final graduate
semester. Additionally, the 7-week delivery allowed MSCM faculty advisors to begin/complete an expedited review of all student capstone activities and created an opportunity to conduct a comprehensive
academic direct assessment of the CONM8000 Capstone Projects. As a final note, all presentations for 2021 were scheduled within a 3-day time window, in order to facilitate engagement of additional
faculty and industry reviewer resources for input on final presentations and feedback regarding student learning outcomes.
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Section 6.2 of Document 101MD -- Describe any substantial changes that have occurred during 
the previous year associated with each of the major sections of ACCE Standards for Master 
Degree Programs.  This includes changes in administration, budget, curriculum, admission 
requirements, graduation requirements; faculty, facilities, relations with industry, and outcome 
assessment. Describe their cause and potential ramifications (positive or negative) to the master 
degree program. If the potential ramification is negative, describe the actions that are planned to 
make necessary improvements. 

No significant changes to report 

Describe change(s) 

Describe cause of change(s)

Potential ramifications Positive Negative Action plan to correct attached 

These changes were deployed as part of President Thompson's strategic plan and
align with the four focus areas of Inclusive Excellence, High-Value Learning,
Transformative Student Experience and Next-Generation Partnerships. This strategic
plan allows for additional opportunities to collaborate across disciplines, engage in
more flexible course offerings and timing of student enrollment and provide the
highest value education for each cohort.

In the fall semester of 2020, Wentworth Institute of Technology consolidated all
disciplinary Departments into five (5) separate schools. Within this structure, the former
Department of Construction Management is now housed within the School of
Management. This change has not impacted any curriculum-specific requirements or
assessment protocols. During the 2020-2021 academic year, two new faculty members
were introduced into the MSCM program: Fopefoluwa Bademosi and Hariharan
Naganathan. Both faculty members possess research-focused backgrounds.

The consolidation of academic departments into school structures has allowed for
greater control of cross-disciplinary curriculum and course offerings. This structure
encourages exposure to relevant courses outside of major-specific electives and
engages faculty from multiple disciplines.
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	Name of Institution: Wentworth Institute of Technology
	Degree Program: Master of Science in Construction Management
	Current Academic Year: 2020-2021
	Year Accredited: 07-2015
	Accreditation Expires: Extension to 07-2021
	Full Time: 1
	Part Time: 30
	Number of Masters Degrees awarded  in past academic year: 48
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	Check Box11: Off
	Check Box12: Yes
	Check Box13: Off
	Check Box14: Off
	Check Box15: Yes
	Check Box16: Off
	Check Box17: Off
	1Weakness1: Program Learning Outcomes . - [See Section 111.8.38 of this Report] - The MSCMProgram presented how it satisfied all of ACCE's Program Learning Outcomes as contained in ACCE Standard 3.3.2 except forResearch Methods . [See ACCE Document 103 MD, Section 3.3.2).
	W1Third year report: Alleviated -No change, MSCM students are required to take the on-line, self-paced research methods course .Wentworth continues to document completion of the non-credit on-line MSCM Research Methods course which now is embedded into Blackboard, Wentworth's Learning Management System (LMS) and is mandatory prior to registration for MSCMcapstone (Spring 2018 and Spring 2019) .
	W1Second year report: Alleviated - No change , all MSCM students are required to take an on-line, self-paced research methods course.
	W1First year report: ALLEVIATED  Regarding ACCE PLO #10: In Fall 2015 the faculty implemented a Research Methods course, which is required for all students enrolled in the MSCM program . Students take the on-line, self-paced course, which consists of six (6) modules, each module includes a lecture, supplementary materials and a quiz. Upon completion of the course students will be able to "develop and conduct valid, data-supported and appropriate research in construction management." Additionally students will be able to:• Broaden or narrow a research topic• Describe the types of resources that are available from the library• Match an information need with library resources• Critically evaluate information to determine its reliability• Cite the contributing work of others using a standard citation style as part of the learning outcomes forthis course.
	W1Fourth year report: Alleviated in 2nd Year Report - No change, MSCM students take an on-line self-paced research methods course. (Spring 2019 and Spring 2020).
	W2Weakness: Relations with the General Public. - [See Section VIII of this Report] - The MSCM Program does not broadly and accurately publishes its objectives, assessment measures, student achievement, rates and types of employment and any other data to support its claims. [See ACCE Document 103MD, Section 8].
	W2Check Box6: Off
	W2Check Box5: Yes
	W2Check Box7: Off
	W2First year report: ALLEVIATED - CORRECTION PLAN ATTACHEDThe MSCM web page has been updated to include construction Careers and Opportunities, Student Achievement, Retention and Graduation Rates, the MSCM program mission, goals and ACCE Program Learning Outcomes {PLO). Wentworth will further expand and publish MSCM program data in conjunction with a new institute-wide Wentworth web page slated to be launched by the fall 2016. Master of Science in Construction Management (MSCM) Public Information contains the following: Accreditation, Program Mission, Goals and Objectives, Academic Quality Plan (AQP), Assessment Results and Support Data, Action Plan and Student Achievement Information (Attachment 1)
	W2Second year report: Alleviated - No change.  Master of Science in Construction Management (MSCM) Public Information is summarized on the Wentworth web page, available on file, and is available for public inspection .
	W2Third year report: Alleviated- No change, Master of Science in Construction Management (MSCM) Public Information is summarized on the Wentworth web page, available on file and is available for public inspection at(https://wit.edu/continuing-ed/programs/masters/ms-construction-rnanagement). Public events at which public information was available for the MSCM program include; monthly CMAA meetings, Mass Building Congress programs, AGC of MA programs, the LEAN Construction Institute of NE event on 8/23/17, a Core Net Global Networking Event 10/3/17, CM Department IAB Career Fair 11/2/17, Wentworth Co-op and Career Fair 3/20/18 and ABEX 2.017/ Green Build 2.017 event and Expo 11/8-10/17. All students have access to academic and non-academic support services at Wentworth https://wit.edu/continuing-ed/student-resources.
	W2Fourth year report: Alleviated- No change , Master of Science in Construction Management (MSCM) Public Information is summarized on the Wentworth web page, available on file and is available for public inspection. Multiple public events disseminate public information for the MSCM program ie. monthly CMAA meetings, Mass Building Congress programs, AGC of MA programs, DBIA event 6/12/18, Idea List Graduate Fair 9/17/18, Lean Construction Institute Pull Planning program 6/21/18, Fitchburg State University MSCM information session 11/13/18.  Starting in the Fall 2018, CM Department and CPCE staff held monthly marketing meetings to set strategy for MSCM promotion and recruitment. A new E-book CM app were created to summarize careers in CM.
	W3Weakness: Academic Quality Plan. - (See Section IX.A & B of this Report) - While the MSCM Program has a mission statement and goals, it does not have measurable objectives for achieving each goal that accurately reflect ACCE Criteria and Standards. In addition, while the MSCM Program has identified program student learning objectives, it does not have outcome measures and annual targets for each measure. [See ACCE Document 103 MD, Section 9.1 and 9.2].
	W3Check Box5: Yes
	W3Check Box6: Off
	W3Check Box7: Off
	W3First year report: ALLEVIATED Wentworth has clearly stated its three (3) MSCM goals and tied the ten (10) ACCE Program Learning Outcomes (PLO) to goals, as well as formalized the relationship between measurable PLOs and courses. The Academic Quality Plan (AQP) is Wentworth's tool for continual assessment and improvement and is publicly available for review. Furthermore, Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) for each MSCM graduate course are tied to the 10 ACCEPLOs which are then measured and assessed indirectly/directly. Rubrics are used to evaluate course SLOs and ACCE PLOs. Each MSCM instructor uses various indirect and direct tools as Methods of Assessment, for example, online learning modules, exams, discussion questions, exams, papers, weekly assignments, in class discussions, quizzes and group projects. The MSCM Capstone Project is the final direct assessment. Annual targets are gathered and measured thus "closing the loop". In tandem Wentworth is conducting an institute-wide assessment effort. Overall MSCM program assessment will benefit from the larger campus-wide assessment plan in Blackboard and will assist in assessing, measuring and evaluating ACCE PLOs. Weakness is addressed and contained in the AQP (Attachment II), which has been reviewed for content by an assigned ACCE mentor. The AQP Plan is included on the new MSCM web page at the start of the fall 2016 semester.
	W3Second year report: Alleviated - No change, the MSCM Program measures learning outcomes that assess adherence to ACCE Criteria and Standards. Each MSCM course has Student Learning Outcomes (Attachment I) tied to ACCE's 10 Program Learning Outcomes (PLO), which are then used as direct and indirect assessments for the MSCM program (See Attachment II -ACCE Assessment Methods for MSCM Program). Examples of MSCM Rubrics (Refer to Attachment Ill) are used to evaluate attainment of SLOs and PLOs. The MSCM CONM8000 Capstone Project is the final direct assessment.
	W3Third year report: Alleviated - No change, the MSCM Program uses a Student Learning Outcome (SLO) Matrix to measure adherence to ACCE Criteria and Standards (Attachment I). MSCM CONM Course Learning Outcomes (CLO) were updated as MSCM direct assessments (See Attachment II). Rubrics in each MSCM course syllabi directly assess attainment of SLOs. The MSCM CONM 8000 Capstone Project is the final direct assessment. In the future and once adopted by ACCE, Wentworth will adjust the ten (10) draft SLOs per section 3.1.2 as noted in ACCE Document 103MD revised 1/20/17.
	W3Fourth year report: Alleviated- No change, the MSCM Program uses a Student Learning Outcome (SLO) Matrix to measure adherence to ACCE Criteria and Standards. A MSCM Rubric in each course syllabi directly assesses attainment of SLOs. The MSCM CONM 8000 Capstone Project is the final direct assessment in which a presentation and final report rubrics are used to assess SLO attainment.
	W4Weakness: Assessment Input. - [See Section IX.C of this Report] - While the MSCM Program presented a plan for assessing program and student learning outcomes in their Self-Study document, the assessment input obtained from the MSCM Program's various constituents was solely measures of satisfaction, which may be appropriate for program outcomes, but not for program student learning outcomes. [See ACCE Document 103 MD, Section 9.2].
	W4Check Box5: Yes
	W4Check Box6: Off
	W4Check Box7: Off
	W4First year report: IN PROGRESS - CORRECTION PLAN ATTACHMENT The Academic Quality Plan (AQP) states how Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) are assessed and mapped to the 10 ACCE PLOs indirectly and/or directly (see Attachment II).  Rubrics, various Methods of Assessment and the MSM Capstone Project define annual targets from which the MSCM program is "closing the loop". Moreover, Wentworth is conducting an ambitious institute-wide assessment effort and Wentworth's designated Assessment Coordinator is fully engaged. MSCM program assessment will benefit the larger campus-wide assessment plan and will assist further in meeting ACCE PLOs. Direct and indirect assessments are currently being conducted and the results will be evaluated by faculty. Faculty will then develop recommendations based on these data and subsequently implement them. These changes will then also be assessed in the following cycle, thereby closing theloop.
	W4Second year report: ALLEVIATED Wentworth's Academic Quality Plan (AQP) assesses and maps Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) tied to the 10 ACCE PLOs, indirectly and directly. MSCM course rubrics (examples in Attachment Ill), indirect course surveys (examples shown in Attachment IV) for CM courses and the final MSCM Capstone Rubric (syllabus contained in Attachment V) round out the assessment process. Direct and indirect assessments are evaluated by faculty and staff annually. who then develop recommendations based on the assessment data. Lastly faculty and staff develop recommendations for continuous improvement of the MSCM program, thereby "closing the loop". During the 2016/2017 ACCE reporting period, MSCM Program and Course Review Meetings were held on February 23, 2017, October 3, 2016, August 4, 2016 and June 9, 2016.
	W4Third year report: Wentworth's Academic Quality Plan (AQP) continues to assess and map the 10 ACCE SLOs. Direct and indirect assessments are evaluated by faculty and staff annually, then faculty and staff develop recommendations for continue us improvement of the MSCM program, thereby "closing the loop". During the 2017/2018 ACCE reporting period, MSC~I Program Assessment Review Meetings were held on 7/20/17, 8/9/17 , 8/17/17, 1/22/18 and 1/24/18. During the 2017/2018 ACCE reporting period, the following Industry Advisory Board (IAB) meetings were held; Wentworth Construction Management Industry Advisory Board (IAB) 10/12/17 and 3/23/18, College of Professional and Continuing Education (CPCE) IPAC Meeting on 11/14/17.
	W4Fourth year report: Wentworth's Academic Quality Plan (AQP) assesses and maps the 10 ACCE SLOs. Direct and indirect assessments are evaluated by faculty and staff annually, then faculty and staff develop recommendations for continuous improvement of the MSCM program, thereby "closing the loop". During the 2018/2019 ACCE reporting period, MSCM Program Assessment Review Meetings were held on 7/18/18, 8/18/18 and 9/5/18. During the 2018/2019 ACCE reporting period Industry Advisory Board (IAB) meetings were held on 5/3/18 and 10/23/18; a Program MSCM Director and CM Department Chair check-in meeting on 2/14/19. Wentworth Advising staff held a MSCM Graduate Faculty Panel on 11/8/18 as well as regular interaction with MSCM instructors to ensure compliance with procedures outlined in AOP.
	W5Weakness: Planning and Evaluation Process - (See Section IX.D of this Report] - The planning and evaluation process is not incorporated into the MSCM Program in such a manner as to foster enhanced student achievement with respect to the program as it relates to student learning, research and service. [See ACCE Document 103MD, Section 9.2].
	W5Check Box6: Off
	W5Check Box5: Yes
	W5Check Box7: Off
	W5First year report: In the MSCM AQP Plan, assessment procedures are outlined, the process for evaluating data for program improvement is noted and accessible. Constructive change in Planning and Evaluation practices and procedures now fit together and will lead to improvements in student achievement, thus "closing the loop" with regard to program assessment. A data profile (composite report of data) is then used to foster enhancement of MSCM student achievement. After the comprehensive quality assessment period ends following the spring semester, the process will be reviewed and updated with plans for implementation and improvement, which are recorded and cited. A Critical Course Evaluation Template will be used to evaluate and assess course and learning outcomes (Attachment Ill) .
	W5Second year report: Wentworth's Academic Quality Plan (AQP) Plan guides the assessment process for evaluating MSCM program. Construction Management (CM) course data is reviewed at the end of each semester by faculty. These CM courses are evaluated using Direct and Indirect methods (refer to Attachment II) which shows ACCE Program Learning Outcomes (PLO) are assessed for each MSCM course. An evaluation rubric has been established for each course where Direct Assessment has been established. Refer to the examples of the rubrics contained in Attachment Ill. As noted in the referenced examples, CONM7400 Advanced Project Controls directly measures ACCE PLOs #7 and CONM 8000 MSCM Capstone directly measures all ten (10) ACCE PLOs.
	W5Third year report: Wentworth's Academic Quality Plan (AQP) Plan guides the assessment process for evaluating the MSCM program. Assessment data within each course is reviewed at the end of each semester by faculty. Seven (7) CONM courses are assessed using direct and indirect methods specifically; CONM7000 Executive Management for CM, CONM7100 Modern Construction Delivery Methods, CONM7400 Advanced Project Controls, CONM7200 Construction Law for CM, CONM Real Estate for CM, CONM7250 Conflict Resolution and Negotiation, CONM8000 Capstone Research in CM .
	W5Fourth year report: The Academic Quality Plan (AQP) Plan guides the assessment process for evaluating the MSCM program. Assessment data is reviewed at the end of each semester by faculty and staff. Seven (7) CONM courses use direct assessment in the syllabus and indirect methods through Survey Monkey. Direct assessment of the CONM8000 Capstone Project resulted in 100% of the MSCM students meeting the ten (10) ACCE SLOs in both on-line and hybrid formats. Students were evaluated on Presentation Performance and Final Capstone Report. Program Performance, samples of direct/indirect assessments of CONM MSCM courses are contained .in Attachment I and Capstone Guidelines in Attachment II. Based upon direct/indirect assessment of program SLOs during 2018/2019, no changes were recommended by MSCM faculty and CM Department staff for the 2018/2019 program year.
	W1 Fifth year report_2: Alleviated in 2nd Year Report - No change, MSCM students take an on-line self-paced research methods course. (Spring 2020). 
	W2 Fifth year report_2: Alleviated- No change , Master of Science in Construction Management (MSCM) Public Information is summarized on the Wentworth web page (https://wit.edu/continuing-ed/programs/masters/ms-construction-management) available on file and is available for public inspection on social media platforms, as well as within news feeds of various architecture/engineering/architecture (AEC) professional trade association and their web pages.Multiple public events/trade shows/recruitment sessions to disseminate public information for the MSCM program were held (Graduate Open House 2/12 and 2/25 and Graduate Open House virtually on March 28, 2020). Weekly social media promotion on LinkedIn and Twitter was also conducted. In 2020 Wentworth Institute of Technology rolled out a new brand identity: ‘The University of Now’, a fresh brand identity and a strategic plan that delineates a vision for the university’s future. The brand reflects a strategic vision in which students, including MSCM students, from all backgrounds thrive through high-value, personalized and applied learning experiences, gaining competencies for work and life. The new brand focuses on Wentworth as a university; how the university appeals to prospective graduate students, parents, faculty, staff, donors and CM industry partners and how WIT distinguishes itself from its peer graduate institutions. Wentworth’s strategic plan rests on four principles—inclusive excellence, high-value learning, a transformative student experience and next-generation partnerships.
	W3 Fifth year report_2: Alleviated- No change, the MSCM Program uses a Student Learning Outcome (SLO) Matrix to measure adherence to ACCE Criteria and Standards. A MSCM rubric in each course syllabi assesses attainment of course and SLOs. The MSCM CONM 8000 Capstone Project is the final direct assessment in which a presentation and final report rubrics are used to assess SLO attainment.
	W4 Fifth year report_2: Wentworth's Academic Quality Plan (AQP) assesses and maps 10 ACCE SLOs. Direct and indirect assessments are evaluated annually, then faculty and staff develop recommendations for continuous improvement of the MSCM program, thereby "closing the loop". Beyond the annual review, Academic Quality Improvement efforts in 2019/2020 included; weekly College of Architecture, Design and Construction Management Leadership meetings; monthly Department of Construction Management faculty and staff meetings; weekly Wentworth Graduate Programs People (GPP) meetings (a group comprised of WIT academic departments with existing/planned graduate programs) who act as graduate advisors, focus on marketing plans and offer overall graduate enrollment/retention strategy; and AQP review with Wentworth's Graduate Program Council (GPC) on a bi-weekly schedule. A Graduate Programs Committee (GPC) was created in July 2011, to review and make recommendations on all aspects of graduate study at Wentworth including the MSCM program. It was renamed the Graduate Program Council in September 2019.  The Director of the MSCM program sits on the GPC and advises graduate faculty. In cooperation with the Office of the Associate Provost, the recently constituted Graduate Programs Council (GPC) is responsible for implementing MSCM guidelines for graduate education and for developing policies and procedures concerning matters, such as, but not limited to, the following: criteria for MSCM admissions, retention of CM graduate students, courses for graduate credit, proposals relating to new and existing graduate programs, membership in the graduate faculty, evaluation of the quality of graduate education, and verification that MSCM students have met requirements for graduate degrees.
	W-5: 5
	W5 Fifth year report_2: The Academic Quality Plan (AQP) Plan guides the assessment process for evaluating the success and accreditation requirements for the MSCM program. Assessment data is reviewed at the end of each semester by graduate faculty and staff. Seven (7) CONM courses use direct assessment in the syllabus, indirect methods through Survey Monkey and direct assessment in the final course, CONM8000 Capstone Project. During this 2019/2020 reporting period, graduate faculty enacted several changes to improve the overall expectations, quality and performance of students registered for graduate courses within the MSCM program. For example, faculty and staff investigated the creation and development of new CONM courses in 2021 and beyond. New stand alone graduate certificates are being considered to encourage students to continue their graduate studies at WIT, thereby creating an incentive for applicants to enroll in the MSCM program after certificate completion. AQP actions in 2019/2020 included an annual review of Spring 2020 capstone course faculty responsibilities, as well as a review of required student capstone deliverables and presentation schedules, all efforts leading to the accurate compilation of MSCM capstone assessment data. A quality change occurred in the fall 2019 semester when a new semester schedule was imposed that expanded the capstone project from 7 to 15 weeks. MSCM AQP Plan improvements to course grading occurred in 2019 when the Graduate Program Council (GPC) agreed with CM Department Faculty to expand the grading system for all graduate students to include C or C-.  AQP changes to the capstone schedule and grading system lead to timely capstone deliverables, a more focused capstone performance, allowed MSCM faculty advisors to begin/complete a throughout review of all student capstone activities and created an opportunity to conduct a comprehensive academic direct assessment of the CONM8000 Capstone Projects,
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